A broad class of models in which electroweak symmetry breaking originates from dynamics in a singlet dark sector, and is transferred to the Standard Model via the Higgs portal, predicts in general strongly suppressed Higgs boson mixing with a singlet scalar. In this work we point out that at present this class of models allows for the second phenomenologically acceptable solution with almost maximal mixing between the Higgs and the scalar singlet. This scenario predicts an almost degenerate twin peak Higgs signal which is presently indistinguishable from a single peak, due to the limited LHC mass resolution. Because of that, the LHC experiments measure inclusive Higgs rates that all must exactly agree with Standard Model predictions due to sum rules. We show that if the dark sector and Standard Model communicate only via the singlet messenger scalar that mixes with the Higgs, the spin independent direct detection cross section of dark matter is suppressed by the scalar mass degeneracy, explaining its non-observation so far.
I. INTRODUCTION
After the discovery of the Higgs boson [1, 2] , the Standard Model (SM) has been experimentally verified within O(20%) accuracy [3] [4] [5] [6] . Yet the question of what sets the electroweak scale at O(100) GeV remains unanswered. Furthermore, we know that there must be physics beyond the SM to explain the existence of dark matter (DM) [7] . If DM is a weakly interacting particle, its thermal relic abundance suggests a very similar mass scale [8] . It is natural to assume that the two scales have actually a common origin.
Motivated by this possibility, several groups have recently studied a generic class of models where a SMsinglet dark sector, with non-trivial internal dynamics, generates a scale that is transmitted to the classically scale invariant SM via the Higgs portal. Some of the dark sector particles are stable and communicate with the SM only via the portal coupling, hence making them a perfect DM candidate that can evade all existing experimental bounds on direct detection. Examples of such models are dark Coleman-Weinberg models [9] , dark Technicolor [10, 11] and dark supersymmetry [12] . The internal dynamics of the dark sector and the nature of the DM candidates can be very different in each particular model, but from the SM point of view they all have one general, model independent feature: the SM Higgs doublet H couples to a singlet scalar mediator particle s via the portal coupling
The messenger field acquires a vacuum expectation value from the dynamics of the dark sector, which is transmitted to the electroweak sector via (1) . Electroweak symmetry breaking and fermion masses are then generated with the usual Higgs mechanism, but the origin of the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field is in the dynamics of the dark sector. When combined with classical scale invariance and with additional assumptions on the nature of high energy physics, this setup opens new possibilities to address the naturalness of the electroweak scale, as discussed in [11, 13, 14] . Typically the portal coupling (1) is small and the messenger field is heavy, suppressing the Higgs-singlet mixing, and thus the dark sector is almost decoupled from the SM. In this case it can only be observed via precision measurements of the Higgs couplings, which are likely beyond the accuracy reach of the LHC experiments.
In this letter we study this general setup of dark sector portal models, focusing on the possibility that the messenger field has observable couplings to the SM particles via strong mixing with the Higgs, and the masses of the two physical mass eigenstates are nearly degenerate, so that the observed Higgs signal is in fact the sum of two overlapping signals from the two particles. We show that despite of the large (maximal) coupling of new physics to the SM in this scenario, it has remained unobservable. A dedicated analysis for a similar case was recently published by the CMS collaboration [15] . The scenario of two or more Higgs bosons in the vicinity of 126 GeV has previously been studied in the context of two Higgs doublet models and supersymmetry [16] . The main difference here is that in our model the Higgs is mixed with the messenger scalar, which is a SM singlet instead of an electroweak doublet. The crucial difference between those models and our scenario is that no deviations from the SM Higgs rates can be observed in our case if one studies only inclusive rates 1 . The CMS search [15] indicates that this is indeed the case for nearly maximal mixing. We also show that the mass degeneracy of the Higgs boson with the singlet has another consequence: The structure of this paper is the following: We will introduce the effective model and describe the mixing phenomena in the next section, and study the phenomenology of dark matter detection in section III. We will conclude in the last section.
II. THE GENERIC MODEL AND HIGGS PHENOMENOLOGY
We start with a generic potential for the messenger scalar s and the scalar part h of the SM Higgs,
where all the couplings λ i are assumed to be positive and the sign of the portal term is chosen to be negative to induce a negative µ-term for the Higgs. Notice that here we write the potential in terms of the scalar part of the Higgs field and the portal coupling is normalized accordingly, λ sh = 1 2 λ sH , where λ sH is the coupling constant appearing in (1) . The µ-term of the messenger field is assumed to originate from the dark sector, the structure of which is here left unspecified. The potential is bound from below if
which is satisfied for natural values of the couplings, since we assume the portal coupling λ sh to be small. The minimum of the potential is given by
Note that, depending on the structure of the dark sector, there could be other dimensionful couplings beside the µ-term of s in the potential (2), such as Λs 3 or Λ 3 s, but these will only affect the value of v s given in equation (4) . The vacuum expectation value of h will allways be given by equation (5), independent of the structure of the dark sector, if dimensionful couplings in the SM-sector are forbidden due to classical scale invariance. Thus we can effectively describe the mixing-phenomena of any portalmodel with the potential (2), treating v s or µ as a free parameter.
The square-mass matrix is given by
(6) The eigenvalues of this matrix are the squared masses of the physical scalars
and the mixing angle is given by
We are interested in the case where the masseigenvalues (7) are almost degenerate, implying
In terms of the couplings λ i this is achieved if the following parameters are small:
In terms of these parameters the mass eigenvalues and the mixing angle are
tan(2θ) = −λ sh .
From these expressions it is obvious that the mass splitting of the two states is small if , 1, and that the mixing is large if λ sh . Concretely, we want the masses to be close to the experimentally observed Higgs mass, m
In order to reproduce the electroweak gauge boson masses we need to fix v h = v EW = 246 GeV. This condition also acts as a sum rule between the experimental signals from the production of the two scalars, so that the combined signal will reproduce the SM cross section. Equations (5) and (10) give v h = v s , and we can solve for v s using (13), yielding
and
where we have defined x = v h /m H ≈ 1.968. Then our condition for large mixing, λ sh implies
sh .
Using (14), (15) and (16) we can now solve for :
where δ = δ m /m H . For this equation to have real solutions, the expression in the square root must be positive, which happens when
The first solution corresponds to a non-stable vacuum with λ s < 0, so we will restrict the discussion to the second case. For maximal mixing we need to be small, which happens when λ sh is close to the upper bound of equation (20) .
We will now examine a few numerical values for the above solutions. First we fix δ = 0.1, which fixes the masses of the physical states to m S1 = 125.62 GeV, m S2 = 124.37 GeV. Then we take a couple of values for λ sh , some close to the upper bound (20) to get maximal mixing, some further away. The rest of the couplings and parameters are then given by the above equations. The results are given in table I, where we have defined r = | |/λ sh as a measure of the fine-tuning between the parameters λ sh and λ s . The couplings λ s , λ h and λ s h are the self-couplings of the physical scalar states s and h after rotating the fields s and h to the mass-eigenbasis.
First, looking at r and tan(2θ) we notice that requiring maximal mixing implies slightly more fine-tuning than is needed for a nearly mass-degenerate spectrum with smaller mixing. If we let go of the requirement of maximal mixing, the amount of fine-tuning is then set by the mass-degeneracy δ, and for our choise of δ = 0.1 this translates to fine-tuning of r ∼ O(10 −2 ), whereas r ∼ O(10 −4 ) is needed for maximal mixing. Looking at the couplings λ i we notice a general pattern. The self-coupling of the messenger field λ s and the portal coupling λ sh are allways small, whereas the selfcoupling of h is larger. This structure is also apparent in equation (10) . Notice that the normalization of λ h adopted in (2) differs from the usual normalization in the SM by a factor of four, 4λ h = λ SM h , so that the values shown in table I for λ h are in fact close to the SM value λ SM h ≈ 0.13. In terms of the physically measurable couplings λ i of the mass-eigenstates the situation is similar. The self-coupling of one of the mass-eigenstates, s , is much smaller than the self-coupling of the other state, which is order one. The coupling between the scalar fields λ s h is small, and vanishes in the limit of zero mixing.
The vacuum expectation value of the messenger field depends on the amount of mixing. It is v s ∼ O(10 4 ) GeV for maximal mixing, and grows large in the zero-mixing limit.
III. PHENOMENOLOGY OF DARK MATTER
As explained in the introduction, we imagine that the dark sector consists of a set of fields that are SM singlets but have internal quantum numbers and gauge interactions. The dark sector gauge interaction may be weak, as in a dark Coleman-Weinberg scenario or in the dark SUSY model; or it can be strong, as in the dark technicolor model in which case the dark matter candidate is a composite state. Here we will consider the DM field to be a singlet Majorana fermion. In general the DM sector can consist of fermions, scalars, or both, but for simplicity we will restrict ourselves to the fermionic case in this paper and postpone the fully general analysis until later.
The Lagrangian of the DM field is
where ψ is the DM Majorana fermion in Dirac notation, M a tree-level mass term, whose origin is in the dynamics of the dark sector, and y is the Yukawa coupling with the scalar singlet. We have omitted the gauge interaction of the fermion field, since we want to keep the analysis as general as possible and not restricted to a given model for the DM sector. The field ψ may thus be an elementary fermion that gets a mass from the dynamics of the dark sector, or it may be a composite state whose mass originates from a strong interaction. We will not specify the nature of the DM field further and will treat the effective tree-level mass term M as a free parameter. The direct detection cross section is given by [13] 
where m N is the nucleon mass and f is the nucleon matrix element. This cross section is suppressed by the approximate degeneracy of the two scalar mass eigenstates. Note that this suppression is a general feature of this class of models, where the dark sector couples to the Higgs only via the messenger scalar, and is not specific only to the fermionic case that we have chosen for the excplicit calculation. Here we will focus on the scenario of maximal mixing, since this results in the most conservative limit for direct detection. If the mixing is smaller, the direct detection cross section is further suppressed by the smallness of the mixing angle, as is apparent in equation (22). Thus we will fix θ = π/4, implying µ in terms of the parameters defined in equation (6) . It is then natural to assume
where m H is the central experimental Higgs mass value. After these assumptions the only remaining free parameter in the scalar potential is µ and the mass eigenvalues are given by
Moreover, µ is quite constrained by the uncertainty in the Higgs mass measurement. In Fig. 1 we plot the mass eigenvalues m S1,2 as a function of µ. The blue (red) line stands for m S1 (m S2 ). The black continuous line represents m H and the black dashed lines represent m H ± 3σ m H . We can see that µ m H /2 and that its maximum value is exactly m H /2. Before going back to the direct detection cross section, let us spend some words on the DM annihilation cross section. DM can annihilate essentially via two types of processes:
where ϕ SM i,j are SM particles (fermions or vectors). The process i. is mediated by the exchange of virtual S 1,2 in the s−channel. Therefore it is easy to check that it suffers the same suppression as σ SI , so it can be neglected. The process ii. is given by two types of interactions: the exchange of virtual S 1,2 in the s−channel, which is again negligible, and the exchange of a virtual ψ in the t− and u−channels, which is the dominant process. The cross section can be obtained from equation (35) of [13] , by substituting cos θ = sin θ = 1/ √ 2. Since the mass splitting between m S1,2 does not play any relevant role in this computation, we use m S1,2 m H and µ m H /2 to obtain the formula
where m ψ = |yv s + M | is the DM mass and v rel is the relative velocity of the annihilating DM particles. The Planck Collaboration [7] measured the cold DM relic density to be Ω c h 2 ± σ = 0.1199 ± 0.0027. We present our results in Fig. 2 for the relic density estimation as a function of m ψ and y. The black region corresponds to a relic density in the range Ω c h 2 ± 5σ, and the white region is for relic density outside of this range.
Since we have only two free parameters, the model is We can see that in order to obtain a correct relic density we need a Yukawa coupling y roughly of the order of one. Thus, in order to get a fermion mass roughly of the order of 1 TeV, there must a fine tuned cancellation between the effective tree-level fermion mass M and the contribution induced by yv s , which is around 10 TeV or more. As the dominant annihilation process is to two scalars that in turn decay with the SM Higgs branching ratios dominantly to b-quarks and W -bosons, there will be no constraints from indirect detection of the annihilation [18] . Now let us go back to the direct detection cross section, given in eq. (22). In Fig. 3 we plot in gray color the direct detection cross section region that corresponds to the allowed region by relic density measurements. The black continuous line represents XENON100 bound for 2012 [19] , while the two black dashed lines stands for XENON1T [20] and LUX/ZEP20 [21] projections 2 . Now of course the mass splitting between S i,j is relevant. The maximum allowed splitting is clearly 6σ m H , which corresponds to the highest possible value for σ SI , represented by the border of the gray region in Fig. 3 . Any other allowed mass splitting will decrease σ SI . We can see that we are always in agreement with the XENON100 bound, 2 To produce the curves, we used the online tool at http://dendera.berkeley.edu/plotter/entryform.html and in most of the parameter region DM will be undetectacble even for XENON1T, but eventually detectable for LUX/ZEP20 unless the mass degeneracy is very extreme. The only way to detect DM at XENON1T is that the DM mass is also very close to m H .
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In light of the LHC data, namely the observation of the SM Higgs boson and the non-observation of any deviations from the SM or any new particles beyond the SM, a natural scenario for new physics is a hidden sector. This sector consists of SM singlets, but has internal dynamics that generate the DM mass scale. This scale is then mediated to the SM via a Higgs portal coupling, resulting in the vacuum expectation value for the Higgs and the usual electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism of the SM. We have studied this general setup in the region of the parameter space where the Higgs is nearly massdegenerate and strongly mixed with the messenger scalar. In this case the observed Higgs signal is actually the sum of the two overlapping signals from the two nearly mass degenerate scalars.
We have shown that this scenario is plausible, although some finetuning is needed to achieve the highly degenerate mass spectrum. The direct detection cross section of the DM particle is suppressed by the mass degeneracy, and thus all existing bounds on direct detection are easily avoided.
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